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ABSTRACT 
Focusing light inside highly scattering media beyond the ballistic regime is a challenging task in biomedical optical 
imaging, manipulation, and therapy. This challenge can be overcome by time reversing ultrasonically encoded (TRUE) 
diffuse light to the ultrasonic focus inside a turbid medium. In TRUE optical focusing, a photorefractive crystal or 
polymer is used as the phase conjugate mirror for optical time reversal. Accordingly, a relatively long ultrasound burst, 
whose duration matches the response time of the photorefractive material, is used to encode the diffuse light. With this 
long ultrasound burst, the resolution of the TRUE focus along the acoustic axis is poor. In this work, we used two 
transducers, emitting two intersecting ultrasound beams at 3.4 MHz and 3.6 MHz respectively, to modulate the diffuse 
light within their intersection volume at the beat frequency. We show that light encoded at the beat frequency can be 
time-reversed and converge to the intersection volume. Experimentally, TRUE focusing with an acoustic axial resolution 
of ~1.1 mm was demonstrated inside turbid media, agreeing with the theoretical estimation.  
Keywords: tissue optics, optical imaging, time-reversed ultrasonically encoded (TRUE) optical focusing, optical phase 
conjugation, axial resolution, photorefractive crystal.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
In biological tissue where light is strongly scattered, direct optical focusing beyond one optical transport mean free path 
(~1 mm for human skin) becomes infeasible.1 To overcome the scattering, optical phase conjugation and wavefront 
shaping have been developed to achieve light focusing behind a scattering layer.2 Still, to achieve optical focusing inside 
a scattering medium, both methods need the assistance of an internal “guide star”. For biomedical applications, a 
noninvasive “guide star” with dynamically changeable locations is desirable. In this context, the time-reversed 
ultrasonically encoded (TRUE) optical focusing technique has been implemented.3 In this technique, a noninvasive 
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focused ultrasound beam is employed to encode (or tag) those randomly scattered photons propagating through the 
ultrasonic focus.4 The ultrasonically encoded photons experience a frequency shift with respect to those that bypass the 
acoustic focal region, creating a virtual light source, i.e., a “guide star”, inside the scattering media. The encoded light is 
collected to interfere with a reference beam, so that a stationary interference is formed and can be recorded as a hologram 
inside a photorefractive material. This material also serves as a phase conjugation mirror (PCM) when a reading beam 
travelling in the direction opposite to the reference beam reads out the hologram from the material. In this way, a phase 
conjugated copy (or the time-reversed counterpart) of the initial encoded light can be generated and eventually converges 
back, although tortuously, to the ultrasonic focal zone where the “guide star” is located. By moving the position of 
ultrasonic focus, a dynamic optical focus can be formed inside the turbid medium. Compared with the iterative 
wavefront shaping method, TRUE optical focusing can achieve light focusing in a single hologram 
recording-and-reading procedure, consuming much less time. 
The performance of the PCM plays an important role in the resultant focusing quality. To achieve a high-resolution 
optical focus in a short time, a high-efficiency and fast-response PCM is desired, as is a narrow ultrasonic focus. So far, 
two types of PCMs have been employed.3, 5-10 First, analog PCM, based on photorefractive (PR) materials such as 
Bi12SiO20 (BSO) crystal and polymer, was used.3,5 The relatively slow response time of these materials, however, 
requires long burst (millisecond order) ultrasound modulation, which results in poor focusing resolution along the 
acoustic axis. The second type of PCM is a digital module comprising a fast CMOS camera and a spatial light modulator 
(SLM).9-10 The digital implementation enables the use of pulsed laser illumination paired with a short ultrasound pulse, 
yielding a higher resolution along the acoustic axis. That said, analog PCM usually provides a much higher holographic 
recording spatial resolution11, suggesting that an analog PCM has more pixels to recover the wavefront more accurately 
than a digital counterpart with the same aperture. Moreover, an analog PCM usually provides a higher 
focus-to-background ratio, faster processing speed with no need for computational load, lower implementation cost, and 
reduced operational complexity.6 In this work, we report our latest effort of improving the axial resolution of TRUE in an 
analog system by utilizing two intersecting ultrasound beams to modulate the scattering light. 
2. METHODOLOGY AND MATERIALS 
Our method’s key point is to use two ultrasound beams to truncate the size of the “guide star” inside scattering media. 
Two beams with slightly different frequencies were emitted from two ultrasonic transducers, which were aligned so that 
the two ultrasound beams intersected each other at their foci. In this way, the diffuse photons encoded in the intersection 
zone were frequency-shifted by the two ultrasound inherent frequencies and their beat frequency. The encoded light 
shifted by the beat frequency can be regarded as coming out from the two ultrasound beams’ intersection zone, which is 
considerably smaller than the single transducer’s long focal zone. A hologram was recorded based on the encoded 
photons at the beat frequency. After reading out this hologram, TRUE optical focusing was achieved by converging 
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photons back into the shrunken ultrasonic encoded region, hence achieving an improved axial resolution. Fig. 1 shows a 
schematic of the experimental setup. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. (a) The full view of the setup. AOM, acousto-optic modulator; BSO, Bi12SiO20; HWP, 
half-wave plate; L, lens; M, mirror; O , signal light; *O , time-reversed signal light; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; R , reference 
beam; *R , conjugated reference beam; S, shutter; T, ultrasound transducer. The pressure at the ultrasonic focus was 1.0 MPa 
peak-to-peak. A 2.1-kHz, 8-kVpp square waveform external electric field was applied across the BSO to enhance the phase conjugation 
efficiency. (b) The two ultrasound beams encoded the scattering light inside sample. Coordinates: X = optical axis of the incident 
signal light, and Z = acoustic axis of T1. (c) The intersection of two ultrasound beams. The green beam along the Z axis is emitted 
from transducer T1, and the blue beam along 'Z  axis is from transducer T2. The origin of two coordinates is labeled as “0”. The 
angle between Z  and 'Z  is  . 
The light source was a continuous-wave laser (Coherent Verdi V-5) operating at 532 nm (frequency denoted as lsf ). The 
laser output was split into two beams by a polarizing beam splitter after transiting through an electro-optic 
modulator (EOM). One beam was further split into a signal beam O  and a reference beam R . Another beam was 
reflected by two mirrors and collimated as the conjugated reference beam *R . To perform the holographic recording and 
reading processes, the two shutters, S1 and S2, were switched to open and closed in turn. To maximize the optical power 
for both holographic recording and reading, the polarization of the laser beam was switched between horizontal and 
vertical states after transiting the EOM (Conoptics M350-80), in accordance with the corresponding shutter’s 
open/closed status. For this purpose, a digital delay generator (Stanford DG535) was employed to synchronize the EOM 
and the two shutters. The signal beam O with its output optical frequency tuned to sf  before illuminating a 
tissue-mimicking phantom sample, was then modulated by two acousto-optic modulators (AOMs). The sample was 
housed inside a transparent plastic chamber without any cover at the top and bottom. Two identical immersion-type 
focused ultrasonic transducers, T1 and T2 (Olympus NDT A381S-SU-F1.50IN-PTF), were mounted on three-axis 
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translation stages.  The sound waves entered the sample from below. T1 and T2 were operated in long burst mode 
(70,000 cycles) with slightly different frequencies. T1 was set to operate at 1f MHz 4.3 while its acoustic axis was 
along the Z axis; T2 was operated at 2f MHz, 6.3 and its acoustic axis was tilted in the YZ plane. The two ultrasound 
beams were aligned to intersect at their foci at an angle of 45°, with both acoustic axes perpendicular to the optical axis 
of the signal beam .O The beat frequency at the intersection regime of the two ultrasound beams 
was  21 fffb MHz. 2.0  
During the hologram recording stage, both transducers were turned on to modulate the signal beam O inside the turbid 
sample, and the two AOM’s were tuned to match the beat frequency bf , so that blss fff  . The photons illuminating the 
sample initially had an electric field of )2cos()( 0   tfEtE sUU . Under the effect of acousto-optic modulation by the 
two ultrasound beams, the photons were encoded with different frequency shifts. The spectral components with 
frequencies of 1ff s  , 2ff s  , and sf  can be regarded as first-order signals and did not interfere with the reference 
beam (at the frequency of lsf ) to form a stationary interferogram in the BSO crystal (Elan, Russia) . The first four 
spectral components are from the encoding by transducers T1 and T2, respectively. Inside the intersection volume of the 
two ultrasound fields, the photons encoded by both ultrasound beams are the second-order signals. In other words, some 
photons were frequency shifted by bf , resulting in an output electric field of )2(cos)( 0   tfEtE lsTT . The 
frequency shift of bf  resulting from the two ultrasound beam modulation was expected to be equal to the frequency 
shift of bf  resulting from the two AOM’s. For this purpose, the time base of the digital delay generator was 
synchronized with the AOM drivers and the function generators driving the transducers. Some scattered second-order 
light was collected by the lens and directed onto the BSO to interfere with the reference beam R , forming a stationary 
volume hologram. During the hologram reading stage, the conjugated reference beam *R  read out the hologram from 
the BSO, reconstructing a phase conjugated copy of the encoded signal light. After transiting through the sample, the 
phase-conjugated signal, called the TRUE signal, was detected by a photodiode placed behind a polarized beam splitter. 
The timing sequence and synchronization layout were the same as in the previous TRUE system.3 To demonstrate the 
improved focusing resolution along the acoustic axis, we prepared a sandwich-structured phantom, as shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 2. Experimental tissue-mimicking phantom. (a) The dimensions of the phantom sample were 4 × 8 × 8 cm3 (X×Y×Z). A 5 
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mm-thick scattering layer, with a reduced scattering coefficient 's = 6 cm
-1 and an absorption coefficient of a = 0.3 cm
-1, was 
sandwiched between two transparent gelatin gel layers. The dashed blue lines represent the interface where the two layers were 
seamlessly bonded. (b) In the mid-X plane (where x = 0) of the scattering layer, two 1-mm cubic optical absorbers and a needle were 
embedded. The two absorbers, with the same scattering coefficient as the surrounding medium, had a greater absorption coefficient 
of a = 8 cm
-1 due to the infused optically absorbing India ink. The needle was used to align the two ultrasonic transducers with 
respect to the two absorbers. The line crossing the centers of two absorbers was chosen as the Z axis for calculation. 
During the experiment, the phantom was scanned along the Z axis at a step size of 0.125 mm, while the two transducers 
remained stationary. Altogether, 59 positions were visited. At each position, three signals were recorded successively 
from the photodiode. First, a time-reversed direct current (TRDC) signal3 was recorded, when the AOMs and the 
ultrasound transducers were turned off. Second, the TRUE signal was recorded with one transducer, 1f =3.4 MHz, turned 
on and the AOMs tuned to match the ultrasound frequency, i.e., 1fff lss  . Finally, the TRUE signal was recorded with 
both transducers ( 1f =3.4 MHz and 2f =3.6 MHz) turned on and the AOMs tuned to the beat frequency bf =0.2 MHz. 
All signals were averaged 12 times to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.  
3. RESULTS 
The signal amplitudes were normalized and plotted as a function of the sample’s Z position, as shown in Fig. 3.  
 
Fig. 3. 1D imaging results of the phantom. (a) TRDC image acquired without ultrasound modulation. (b) TRUE image acquired using 
single-transducer (T1) modulation. (c) TRUE image acquired using dual-transducer (T1+T2) modulation. The experimental data 
(dotted blue lines) were fitted by the theoretic simulations (solid red lines).  
As seen in Fig. 3(a), without ultrasonic tagging, the TRDC signal shows low image contrast and poor spatial resolution 
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of the two absorbers, limited by light diffusion inside the turbid sample. With ultrasonic tagging from a single transducer, 
the TRUE signal shown in Fig. 3(b) reveals slightly greater details of the two targets than the TRDC, but the image 
contrast and the spatial resolution are still poor. With intersecting ultrasonic tagging, however, the TRUE image in Fig. 
3(c) shows a much sharper image of the two absorbers, indicating a better spatial resolution as a result of the dual 
ultrasonic modulation.  
In general, the imaging process of a linear one dimensional scanning system can be modeled as1 
)()()( zPSFztzO  ,                             (1) 
where z is the scanning position along the Z axis, )(zO  is the system output amplitude, )(zt  is the target amplitude, 
)(zPSF  denotes the point spread function (PSF), and   is the convolution operator. The normalized target function 
)(zt  describing the two absorbers inside the tissue can be written as12  
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where A denotes the optical absorbance of the targets, l  denotes the target width, and d  denotes the distance between 
the two absorbers’ centers. The square in the first line results from the double passes of light across the target plane in the 
imaging process. In this experiment, A = 0.25, l =1.3 mm, and d = 3.1 mm, as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
For TRDC imaging, the point spread function represents the amplitude distribution of the diffuse light on the target plane, 
which can be approximated as a Gaussian distribution, with a beam waist of ~2.6 mm:  
)()( zGzPSF  ,                                (3) 
For TRUE imaging, the point spread function represents the amplitude distribution of the ultrasound modulated diffuse 
photons at the corresponding frequency, and can be derived from the equation:  
  )()()( 2US zGzPSFzPSF  ,                      (4) 
where )(US zPSF is the ultrasonic field profile and its square is a result of the light being modulated by the ultrasound field 
twice in the TRUE imaging process.   
To simulate the point spread function of the ultrasonic field )(US zPSF , we borrowed the method of calculating the light 
field profile in Gaussian optics. If a parallel laser beam passes through a convex lens, the amplitude distribution of light 
can be calculated near the back focal plane 1, 13. So when the sample is scanned along the Z axis with a single transducer 
modulation, we have1, 13  
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But for the dual transducer modulation as configured in Fig. 1(c),    
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where )(1 zPSF and )(2 zPSF  are the ultrasonic field distributions of T1 and T2, respectively. Note that )(1 zPSF  is the 
special case of )(2 zPSF when the acoustic axis of T1 is along the Z axis.  /)cos()2/(sin8
2 zu  and 
 /)sin()sin(2 zv  are the position values of the Cartesian coordinate system, where u  represents the values 
along the 'Z axis, while v  represents the values along the perpendicular direction of the 'Z axis at the focal plane of T2. 
It is worth noting that both u  and v  have been rescaled by coefficients to match equation (6).  is the normalized 
radial coordinate. 0J denotes the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, )sin(  denotes the numerical aperture of 
the transducer,  denotes the ultrasonic wavelength, and   denotes the angle between the tilted ultrasound beam from 
T2 and the Z axis. For the transducers used in the experiment, 24.0)sin(  , 4/  , m 441  for ultrasonic 
transducer T1, and m 417  for ultrasonic transducer T2 .   
The Z axial resolution in TRUE optical focusing, defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF1 can 
thus be calculated using equation (4). For single transducer modulation, FWHM = 2.6 mm; for dual transducer 
modulation, FWHM = 1.1 mm, an improvement of 2.4 times. To compare the experimental results with the theoretical 
prediction, we simulated the output signal curves 
2
)(zO (shown as solid lines in Fig. 3) using equation (1) - (6). The 
optical absorbance A of the targets, determined here as a fitting parameter, turned out to be 0.25, which was chosen to fit 
the experimental data points well. In addition, the root mean squared error between the fitted curve and the experimental 
data was calculated to be 0.06.   
4. DISCUSSION 
From Fig. 3, it is clear that the TRUE system using dual-transducer modulation can focus diffuse light more tightly along 
the acoustic axis inside turbid media than a single-transducer modulation. With the current experimental setup, the Z 
axial resolution was improved by a factor of 2.4. It is important to note that, for single-transducer modulation, the 
FWHM of the PSF in our experiment was limited by the diffuse light profile (the beam waist was 2.6 mm) at the target 
plane, which was far less than the transducer’s initial axial resolution of 12.5 mm. So, if the diffuse light had a broader 
spread inside the scattering medium, the axial resolution in the single-transducer modulation case could have been even 
worse. For dual-transducer modulation, the FWHM was limited by the lateral focusing ability of the two transducers, and 
was not affected by the profile of diffuse light, because effective acousto-optic modulation occurred only at the 
intersection zone of the two ultrasound beams, which is normally much smaller than the diffuse light profile. Moreover, 
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since the improved resolution can be attributed to the overlapping of the two ultrasound beams, an even tighter TRUE 
focus could be achieved by crossing the two acoustic axes at 90°, after enlarging the water tank and re-adjusting the 
layout. On the other hand, it must be pointed out that compared with the single-transducer modulation scenario, the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) achieved by the dual-transducer modulation is slightly lower, primarily due to a lower 
modulation depth (defined as the ratio of the light intensity at the signal frequency to that at unrelated frequencies14). In 
the experiment with double-transducer modulation, the modulation depth at the beat frequency was measured to be ~1/5 
of that at the fundamental frequency with the single-transducer modulation. Lastly, it needs to be mentioned that 
although the PR crystal used in this study—BSO—does not work ideally in the red and the near-infrared optical window 
for biological sensing, there are good candidates, such as GaAs and Sn2P2S6, that do.  
In summary, the proposed dual-transducer modulation method can effectively improve the optical focusing resolution 
along the acoustic axis in an analogue TRUE system. It can potentially benefit a wide range of biomedical applications in 
tissue, including optical imaging and photodynamic therapy. 
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